
 

Elementary Activities 

 

Candy Questions 
PLAY THIS FUN FAMILY ACTIVITY AND GET TO KNOW YOUR FAMILY A LITTLE BETTER! 

 

SUPPLIES 

• Candies (1 bag with multiple colors)  

• Bowl (for candies) 

• Paper 

• Pen 

PREPARE AHEAD 

On the paper, write the questions, one for each color of candy: 

Red: If you had an unlimited amount of money to spend, what would you buy? 

Orange: What was the best part of the past week? 

Yellow: What is your favorite thing to do on a summer day? 

Green: What is something fun you’re looking forward to this week? 

Blue: What is your favorite story or book, and why? 

Purple: If you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go? 

SET UP 

Pour the candies into the bowl. 

RELATE 

To play, invite everyone to sit in a circle. Pass the bowl of candy around the circle and ask each 

person to choose one piece of candy. Then go around the circle and ask the kids the questions that 

correspond to the colors of their candies. Once everyone answers a question, pass around the bowl 

again. 

Heaven Ball 
SUPPLIES 

• Beach ball 

• Masking or painter’s tape 

SET UP  

Create a masking tape line on the floor in the middle of a room. 

RELATE 

In Revelation, God describes Himself as “the Beginning and the End.” The world began with Him, 

and it will end with Him when He makes all things new. Play a game during which your family must 

come up with different words related to what heaven will be like. To play, divide into two even teams, and 

have each team line up along the line, with the teams facing each other a few feet apart.  

Begin by having one player say a word or phrase about heaven and then toss the ball to the other team. 



Each time a person catches the ball, she must immediately say a word or phrase about heaven. Some 

examples: “beginning,” “God,” “Revelation,” and “no tears.” Have teams continue to go back and forth as 

they say words and phrases–without repeating a previous term. Once a player has caught the ball and said 

a word, he should move to the sidelines and sit down and cheer on his teammates. Play until everyone has 

a chance to catch the ball and say a word. 

Bless 

RELATE 

Gather your family together and read the following blessing from 1 Corinthians 2:9: 

“What no eye has seen, what no ear has heard, and what no human mind has conceived”—the 

things God has prepared for those who love him. 

Then speak the following blessing over your kids (they might choose to hold their hands out in front of 

them, palms up, in a posture of receiving blessing so that they may be a blessing to others):  

May you know God loves you and wants to spend forever with you. May you accept His free gift 

of everlasting life. 

 


